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Introduction.

The ISTH SSC on Factor VIII/IX has previously issued guidelines for studies assessing the pharmacokinetics (PK) of factor concentrates [1,2]. They suggested drawing 10 or 11 blood samples over a period of 32-48h or 50-72h, after infusing 25-50 or 50-75 IU/kg, respectively for factor VIII (FVIII) or factor IX (FIX), in cohorts of 12-15 patients with a crossover design. Such PK studies are not ideal for tailoring the treatment of individual patients, mostly for the requirement of several blood samples. Due to broad inter-individual variation, the individual disposition of FVIII and FIX cannot be predicted from morphometric characteristics and average PK parameters, but requires empirical assessment in each individual [3–6]. Previous guidance of this ISTH SSC described the PK methodology for the prediction of individual trough levels of FVIII [7]. The present communication, building on recent advancements in the population PK (PopPK) of FVIII and FIX [8], adds to the former documents.

PopPK models have been derived for FVIII [9–11] and FIX [8,12–14], enabling Bayesian estimation of individual PK from limited samples [15,5,6]. PopPK solutions are available to support individual forecasting for several factor concentrates [16–18]. Observing the correlation between plasma factor levels and bleeding history [3,19] has prompted a graded approach to prophylaxis, where appropriate target levels are identified for different patients, considering the variability in clinical and lifestyle characteristics [20–22]. Extended half-life (EHL) concentrates, whereas supporting more acceptable and less burdensome treatment regimens, increase the complexity of dosing optimization. A “trial-and-error” approach to identify the most appropriate regimen for each patient is less efficient for achieving and maintaining target factor levels optimized for individual patients.

The aim of this document is to provide guidance for performing, interpreting, and applying individual PopPK assessments in routine clinical practice.

Practical recommendation for a limited sampling approach to individual PK profiling.

1. **Adopt testing conditions as close as possible to routine use of the factor concentrate.**
   1.1. Use any sample drawn during a routine clinical assessment, including samples drawn following home infusions.
   1.2. Use the first or any subsequent infusion of the concentrate.
   1.3. Combine time points from multiple infusions, decreasing the burden of PK studies. A typical case is using two consecutive infusions where the trough of the first is used also as pre-dose for the second.
   1.4. Do not perform a wash-out (box) for patients on a regular treatment schedule and for whom the baseline factor level (box) is known. Performing a wash out introduces ethical and practical barriers to assess individual PK in routine clinical care, and may bias the assessment not reflecting the accumulation of clotting factor concentrate which may occur on standard prophylaxis [7,6].
   1.5. Take measurements after the dose the patient is routinely treated with. Individual PK assessment does not require a standardized dose, and is likely more informative when done with the dose the patient is currently using.
1.6. Give preference to sampling in “non-bleeding” conditions if assessing PK for tailoring prophylaxis. Dedicated PK models have been proposed for PK tailoring of peri-surgical treatment [23].

1.7. Repeat the PK assessment if a change in PK over time is anticipated, as in children [11] or in patients with current or past inhibitors.

2. **Select the most informative time points and record the sampling time precisely.**

   2.1. For standard FVIII adopt a 2-3 samples protocol, with samples at least 12h apart in the 4-48h period (e.g. around 4-8, 16-28, 40-60); the single sample providing most information is 24h [7].

   2.2. For standard FIX consider using a 2 samples protocol; 24-36h and 48-60h, at least 24h apart [8].

   2.3. For EHL FVIII and FIX there have been fewer investigations performed; suggestions below are empirically derived and could change over time:

      2.3.1. For EHL FVIII, add a sample at 60-84h to those indicated in 2.1.

      2.3.2. For EHL FIX, add a sample at 5-14 days to those indicated in 2.2.

   2.4. **Consider using different time points** if patient’s and clinic schedules’ constraints need to be accommodated, but beware that the impact of using different points is not yet well known.

   2.5. Peak measurement is not required for PopPK forecasting. Peak is needed to calculate recovery (box) and might be useful for other clinical purposes.

   2.6. Record the start time of the infusion and the sampling times as precisely as possible using calendar time (month, day, hours, minutes).

   2.7. **Include a pre-infusion sample** when the patient is infused in the clinic.

   2.8. Obtain from the patient and report the times and doses of the last three infusions.

   2.9. Record covariates, like height (to calculate lean body weight, box); blood group, hematocrit, and von Willebrand factor antigen levels (which may influence the PK of some factor VIII concentrates) [24,25].

3. **Perform and record laboratory measurements precisely.**

   3.1. Use an appropriate laboratory test. For standard FVIII and FIX concentrates, most clotting assays provide reliable results [26,27]. For EHL consider adopting appropriate tests for both routine measurements and individual PK [28]. Record the test (clotting or chromogenic, activator and standard).

   3.2. **Report measurement as International Units per milliliter (IU/mL).** Alternative units of measure (e.g. IU/dL, or percent activity) can be converted to a common nomenclature.

   3.3. **Report activity levels Below Limit of Quantitation (BLQ, Box).** If any of the samples have less than detectable factor activity (e.g. is reported as < 0.01 IU/mL or as value below the limit of quantification), do not discard the information, but record it as any other measurement. Ignoring data BLQ may bias the individual estimate [29,30].

4. **Adopt an optimal Bayesian estimation technique for the individual PK profiling.**

   4.1. **Adopt a validated modelling process.** We recommend against performing in house PopPK estimation, unless specific expertise is available. Performing Bayesian estimation on limited sample requires i) a population PK model, derived and validated in a suitable population and/or published in the literature, and ii) a dedicated statistical software (e.g. Icon NONMEM, Phoenix NLME, MRC WinBUGS).

   4.2. **Adopt a robust PopPK solution.** Dedicated solutions for individual PK profiling on limited data
are available (e.g. WAPPS-Hemo, www.wapps-hemo.org; my PKFit, www1.mypkfit.com) [16–18]. In making your choice consider the characteristics of the solution; i) output: individual PopPK profile, treatment regimen suggestion, simulation capabilities; ii) technical: documentation; measure of certainty of the prediction, handling of BLQ, active monitoring of estimates; iii) coverage: estimation for one or more specific concentrates, generic molecules; iv) flexibility: merging of multiple infusion; integration in Electronic Medical Record software; v) business model/sponsorship: for profit, not for profit, research orientation.

4.3. Seek training opportunities to improve the quality of individual PK assessment.

4.3.1. *We suggest performing or facilitating basic PK training of the clinical and laboratory staff*; this document is recommended as core content for training of those involved in performing individual PK studies.

4.3.2. *We suggest educating persons with hemophilia and their caregivers* to understand the implication of individual PK profiling in choosing their treatment regimen, the importance of matching their desired factor activity level with their schedule for physical activity, as well as how to interpret and react to intercurrent bleeding episodes.

5. **Adopt a clinical perspective in the interpretation and use of the predicted PK profile**

5.1. Use clinically meaningful PK parameters for clinical decision making.

5.1.1. *We recommend considering “activity over time” estimates* as the most intuitive information for building treatment regimens and for communication to patients. Time to a desired target activity level or activity level at a given time after the infusion is the most clinically relevant component of the individual PK profile, allowing health care professionals and PWH or caregivers to target any desired plasma activity level or to decide about appropriateness of timing of infusions for different levels of physical activity.

5.1.2. *Individual area under the curve, volume of distribution, terminal half-life, clearance, mean residence time in the blood or in the body* (box) may also be estimated.

5.1.3. *Choose the appropriate target activity level for each individual patient*. The advantage of individualized treatment based on PK is not limited to targeting the same trough (e.g. 0.01 IU/mL) for every patient [23].

5.2. **Apply clinical judgement to assess the predicted PK profile**. The Bayesian estimation of individual PK is a modeling process, combining information from limited samples with that from the underlying population. As for any modelling, the result is an approximation. When the certainty of the prediction is reported and is low, we recommend adopting conservative estimates (if available) or aiming for a target activity level slightly higher than one would.

5.3. **Prospectively validate the accuracy of the prediction**. The easiest and most reliable validation of Bayesian individual estimates is obtained by drawing new samples to verify the predicted activity(ies) at specific time point(s), e.g. before a dose (trough level) or at the time point for a critical activity level. These samples can also be used to refine the PK profile.

We believe that this guidance will facilitate better uptake of PopPK based tailoring of hemophilia treatment. Shared software solutions would also support generation of new data, further research, and eventually updates of this recommendation.
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Area under the curve (AUC): area beneath the activity vs. time curve; it measures the “exposure” to the concentrate.

Baseline factor level: the level of factor activity measured in plasma in absence of therapeutically administered factor concentrate. It is the level of factor activity, if any, endogenously produced by the individual. Is the factor level used to classify the patient as severe (<0.01 IU/mL), moderate (0.01 to 0.05 IU/mL) or mild (>0.05 IU/mL).

Below limit of quantitation (BLQ): indicates a measurement of factor level activity below the minimum amount detected by the laboratory assay. Most often BLQ values are reported as “undetectable”, or “not measurable”, or <0.01 IU/mL.

Clearance: volume of blood from which the factor activity is removed in a specified unit of time.

Half-life: The time required for the plasma activity level to decrease by half. It is qualified as terminal half-life when estimated on the last portion of the activity over time profile, when the elimination of the activity become constant.

Recovery: amount of factor level activity measured in the plasma as proportion of the amount of concentrate infused.

Lean Body Weight: residual body weight after subtraction of the fat component (equal or more often inferior to the body weight)

Mean residence time (MRT): the average amount of time that a single molecule unit of activity stays in the body or plasma

Volume of distribution: the theoretical volume that would be necessary to contain the total amount of a factor concentrate to generate the same activity level that it is observed in the plasma.

Wash-out: Time spent off-treatment before a conventional PK study to ensure no residual factor activity level generated by the factor concentrate is present in the blood. Usually equal or longer than 5 times the anticipated half-life. The residual measurable activity level after an appropriate wash-out is the baseline factor level.